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Abstract

In this article, we address the challenges of transmitter-receiver isolation in mobile full-duplex devices, building on shared-antenna based transceiver architecture. Firstly, self-adaptive analog RF cancellation circuitry is required, since the capability to track time-varying self-interference coupling characteristics is of utmost importance in mobile devices. In addition, novel adaptive nonlinear DSP methods are also required for final self-interference suppression at digital baseband, since mobile-scale devices typically operate under highly nonlinear low-cost RF components.

In addition to describing above kind of advanced circuit and signal processing solutions, comprehensive RF measurement results from a complete demonstrator implementation are also provided, evidencing beyond 40 dB of active RF cancellation over an 80 MHz waveform bandwidth with a highly nonlinear transmitter power amplifier. Measured examples also demonstrate the good self-healing characteristics of the developed control loop against fast changes in the coupling channel. Furthermore, when complemented with nonlinear digital cancellation processing, the residual self-interference level is pushed down to the noise floor of the demonstration system, despite the harsh nonlinear nature of the self-interference. These findings indicate that deploying the full-duplex principle can indeed be feasible also in mobile devices, and thus be one potential technology in, e.g., 5G and beyond radio systems.
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I. Introduction

Inband full-duplex communications is widely regarded as one potential solution towards more spectrally efficient wireless networks. The basic idea behind it is to utilize the available temporal and spectral resources to the fullest extent by transmitting and receiving data signals simultaneously at the same center frequency [1], [2]. In theory, this will result in doubling of the radio link data rate while requiring no additional bandwidth. Furthermore, when combined with proper scheduling in multiuser networks, this can be translated into an increase also in the cell and network capacities [3]. Especially in the future 5G era, inband full-duplex communications can be one enabler and crucial step towards the desired 1000-fold increase in the total throughput [4], [5]. Thus, implementing a fully functional inband full-duplex transceiver is a tempting prospect.

However, in practice, realizing the potential performance gains is far from trivial, as extremely efficient attenuation of the own transmit signal is required. Note that now it is not possible to filter out the own transmission with, e.g., a duplexer, since it is overlapping with the actual received signal of interest in the frequency domain. In theory, canceling this so-called self-interference (SI) can be done by subtracting the own transmit signal from the total received waveform. In practice, on the other hand, the SI signal will always be distorted in a linear as well as nonlinear manner while propagating to the receiver, and thereby it is not a trivial task to reproduce a sufficiently accurate cancellation signal. Attenuating the SI signal by an adequate amount is in fact the central research problem, which must be resolved in order to implement a practical inband full-duplex radio [1], [2], [5], [6].

The nonlinear distortion due to analog impairments is an especially prevalent issue in mobile-scale devices, which typically utilize low-cost mass-produced RF components. For this reason, a typical assumption in the reported works has been that, in a mobile cellular network, the base station (BS) is able to communicate in full-duplex mode, whereas the mobiles are legacy half-duplex devices [7]. An illustration of this type of a solution is shown in Fig. 1(a), where a full-duplex capable BS is serving half-duplex mobile users. The benefit of this solution is that it avoids the challenges of implementing a mobile full-duplex transceiver, and instead requires only the BS to be full-duplex capable. This is a significantly easier prospect, since the BS typically utilizes more expensive higher quality components, and it can also have a significant amount of spatial isolation between the transmitter and the receiver.
Fig. 1: (a) An illustration of a single cell where the base station (BS) is full-duplex capable and the mobiles (UEs) are legacy half-duplex devices, and (b) a similar illustration of a single cell where all parties are full-duplex capable.

However, limiting the full-duplex operation only to the BS side does not obviously capitalize the full potential of the full-duplex principle. By having also the mobile devices full-duplex capable, the overall data-rate of the corresponding cell could be significantly increased [8]. This is illustrated in Fig. 1(b), where the BS can now exchange data in a full-duplex manner with each mobile user, resulting in improved spectral efficiency and higher data-rates. For this reason, in this article we will investigate the possibilities and challenges of implementing full-duplex capable mobile devices. Due to extreme size and cost constraints in mobile devices, as well as stringent requirements regarding the power consumption, this is an extraordinarily challenging task [9].

Firstly, due to the restricted dimensions in a mobile-scale full-duplex transceiver, there is likely to be no space for separate transmit and receive antennas. This means that the transmitter and receiver must share an antenna, while still maintaining a reasonable amount of isolation between each other. There have already been some preliminary demonstrations where this has been implemented in practice, and thereby this aspect of a mobile inband full-duplex transceiver is potentially feasible [6], [9].
In addition, because of the wide bandwidths of the modern radio systems, advanced wideband cancellation processing in the analog/RF domain is required also in full-duplex mobile devices. The feasibility of this type of wideband RF cancellation circuits, utilizing, e.g., several delay lines and appropriate amplitude and phase tuning to model and track the frequency and time dependencies of the wideband SI channel, have also been preliminarily demonstrated in practice [6], [10]. The remaining challenge is implementing a wideband RF canceller in mobile scale, such that the transmitter and receiver utilize the same antenna.

Another aspect, which becomes a considerable factor and concern in mobile devices, is the quality of the analog components. Specifically, the low-cost components, which are typically used in mass-produced handheld devices, distort the SI signal such that linear digital processing alone cannot reproduce and cancel the residual SI waveform accurately enough [6], [9]. This means that advanced modeling and processing, taking into account the different analog impairments, is required in order to produce a sufficiently accurate cancellation signal. For instance, modeling nonlinear distortion in the digital SI regeneration and cancellation stage has been shown to improve the performance of a practical inband full-duplex transceiver [6], [9].

In this article we will take a closer look into the aforementioned challenges. In addition, we will also present some of our recent findings for solving them and show with an actual prototype implementation that the challenges caused by the limited size and RF component quality of mobile-scale devices can be tackled by incorporating state-of-the-art algorithms and cancellation processing. In particular, this article builds partially on the recent scientific findings by the authors, reported primarily in [9]–[12].

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II, we will review the general architecture of a shared-antenna full-duplex mobile transceiver, alongside with the challenges faced by such a device. Then, in Section III, a self-adaptive multi-tap RF cancellation architecture is presented, enabling efficient cancellation and tracking of wideband SI signals already at the RF stage. After this, in Section IV, we will discuss state-of-the-art digital algorithms for modeling the nonlinear distortion produced in the transmitter chain, most notably in the power amplifier, and how to incorporate this in the final digital SI cancellation stage. Then, in Section V, a prototype implementation of a mobile full-duplex transceiver is evaluated with RF measurements, which show that the considered architecture can cancel the self-interference to the level of the receiver noise floor. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. SHARED-ANTENNA MOBILE FULL-DUPLEX DEVICE ARCHITECTURE

In this article, we consider the challenges faced by a shared-antenna mobile-scale direct-conversion full-duplex transceiver. The general structure of such an inband full-duplex device is shown in Fig. 2(a), which illustrates all the relevant aspects required to achieve real full-duplex operation under practical conditions. The direct-conversion radio architecture is a natural choice for the considered full-duplex transceiver as it is the most widely used structure for modern wireless radios, especially in mobile-scale devices.

The key component enabling the transmitter and receiver to share a single antenna in a mobile full-duplex device is a circulator, which is used to connect the antenna to the transceiver. A circulator is a three port device which steers the signal through its ports such that it comes in at one port and then exits the circulator from the next port, depending on the direction of rotation (i.e., clockwise or counterclockwise). In principle, the signal cannot propagate to the opposite direction, which ensures a certain amount of isolation between the transmitter and the receiver. Depending on the size and cost of the circulator, typical practical values for the isolation vary between 20 and 60 dB, while the attenuation in the desired direction is usually less than half a decibel. Circulators are generally bandwidth limited devices such that wideband operation can be attained at the expense of worse overall isolation. Being a passive component, its size is ultimately dictated by the wavelength of the operating frequency.

Another option for isolating the transmitter and receiver sharing the same antenna is to use an electrical balance duplexer, which essentially tries to mimic the impedance of the antenna with a tunable balance network [13]. With the help of a hybrid transformer, this results in a significant amount of isolation between the transmitter and the receiver. An electrical balance duplexer can be implemented in a more compact form than a circulator, which makes it very suitable for mobile devices, but it also suffers from some inherent insertion loss. Another drawback of the electrical balance duplexer is the need to actively tune the impedance network, since the impedance of the antenna is time-variant. This is obviously not needed in a circulator-based system. For these reasons, in this article we focus on a demonstrator implementation utilizing a circulator, since it is a passive device and thereby more robust. Nevertheless, for future implementations, the electrical balance duplexer is also a very prominent candidate.

When using the circulator-based architecture, there are two strong components in the SI
signal, observed towards the receiver path. Firstly, there will be leakage through the circulator, whose magnitude can be estimated by subtracting the amount of circulator isolation from the transmit power. Here, the SI is usually attenuated by at least 20 dB, as already mentioned. The second strong component is the power reflected by the mobile antenna, caused by the impedance...
mismatch at its input. If the input was perfectly matched, the antenna would accept all the supplied power and this SI component would not exist, but in practice the mismatch will always cause a part of the power to be reflected back to the transmission line. Typical target value for antenna matching in mobile devices is around $-10$ dB as better matching does not significantly increase the transmitted power. This obviously results in a very powerful reflected component in an inband full-duplex radio, and thereby higher values of matching are desirable as they translate directly to a reduced amount of SI. Nevertheless, when using off-the-shelf antennas, matching values better than $-20$ dB are seldom obtained, and the reflection from the antenna constitutes a significant portion of the total SI, potentially even dominating compared to direct leakage through the circulator.

Weaker components in the composite SI signal come mainly from the multipath reflections, which propagate back to the antenna from the surrounding environment. They are heavily dependent on the type of environment around the antenna but usually the multipath reflections will be significantly weaker than the leakage through the circulator or the reflection from the antenna. However, a change in the near field of the antenna (e.g., wrapping a hand around it) affects its matching, which will directly change the amount of reflected power.

Because of the leakage through the circulator, as well as the reflections coming from the antenna and the surrounding environment, additional SI attenuation is typically required, both in the analog/RF and digital domains. In general, the overall analog attenuation of the SI signal prior to entering the receiver chain must be sufficient to ensure that

- The SI power level is not too high for the receiver low-noise amplifier (LNA), to prevent receiver saturation
- The dynamic range of the analog-to-digital-converters (ADCs) is high enough to capture the residual SI as well as the weak received signal of interest with sufficient precision.

Depending on the receiver, either of these can be the limiting factor [11]. Usually, the passive SI attenuation provided by circulator isolation and antenna matching is clearly insufficient to ensure these requirements [10], [11]. This creates a strong motivation for active RF cancellation, which provides additional SI suppression before the actual receiver chain by subtracting a modified copy of the transmit signal from the overall received signal.

Remembering again the wide bandwidth of the signals that are used in modern cellular networks, it is obvious that the active RF canceller within a mobile full-duplex device must be capable of
efficient wideband cancellation. This can be ensured by having a multi-tap analog SI canceller where several differently delayed copies of the transmit signal are used as reference signals, each of them having tunable amplitude and phase. This type of an RF canceller is capable of modeling the coupling channel over significantly wider bandwidths than the conventional solutions [6], [10]. The objective of the RF cancellation circuit is to match the phases and amplitudes of the reference signals such that the produced cancellation signal matches with the composite SI signal, coming from the circulator and the antenna, at the summing node just before the receiver chain. However, the cancellation signal needs to be adjusted to be 180 degrees out of phase to ensure destructive superposition and hence obtain cancellation. Also note that, by using the transmitter output as a reference signal, all of the transmitter-induced impairments are implicitly taken into account by the RF canceller [10], [11].

Another important consideration for a mobile full-duplex device is to also have sufficient adaptivity in the RF canceller. Namely, to support efficient cancellation of the SI under practical conditions, the control of the phases and amplitudes of the cancellation signals needs to be self-adaptive in order to track sudden changes in the close proximity of the antenna. These changes in the SI channel environment are caused by the moving objects in the vicinity of the device, such as a person walking by, or by the movement of the device itself. By monitoring the signal power level at the canceller output, the control can be made automatic by using either digital or analog tracking circuits [10]. This self-tuning of the analog SI cancellation signal is perhaps one of the most crucial elements of a practical mobile inband full-duplex radio, and is typically neglected in most of the reported works in this field so far [2]. This topic, alongside with other aspects related to the RF canceller, is elaborated in more details in Section III.

Furthermore, due to the high power level of the received SI signal, analog SI cancellation alone is typically not enough to attenuate it below the receiver noise floor. Thus, the final attenuation of the residual SI must be done in the digital domain. There, the cancellation signal can be constructed from the original transmit data by filtering it in accordance with the remaining effective SI channel. One important benefit of digital SI cancellation is the relatively easy inclusion of nonlinear modeling of the SI waveform, which can be done conveniently by utilizing nonlinear basis functions [6], [9], as well as the natural support for self-tracking of the SI channel characteristics through adaptive filtering. As has been demonstrated recently, nonlinear modeling can significantly improve the SI cancellation performance in a practical full-duplex transceiver.
Thus, nonlinear adaptive digital signal processing is also a key feature in a mobile full-duplex device to ensure efficient cancellation and tracking of residual SI. This is addressed in more details in Section IV.

III. ADVANCED SELF-ADAPTIVE RF CANCELLATION PRINCIPLE

This section describes the detailed principle of such an RF cancellation circuit that fulfills the aforementioned requirements regarding wideband operation and self-adaptivity [10]. A prototype implementation of this type of an RF canceller is then reported and measured in Section V. As outlined above, the RF canceller aims at reconstructing and canceling the received composite SI waveform, which consists of various components with different delays. Since the delays of these components are unknown and also time varying, the delays in the SI regeneration and cancellation paths are not equal to the true delays. Hence, as a whole, the active RF canceller can be seen as an interpolator which tries to regenerate and track the true composite SI, by using predefined delays but tunable amplitudes and phases [10].

In general, optimum linear filtering for interference or echo cancellation is a thoroughly studied field in the literature. However, most of the reported research and implementations focus on digital baseband while here our focus is fully at analog RF domain. In the full-duplex radio field, optimum filtering based analog RF cancellation has been recently addressed, in terms of passband analog finite impulse response (FIR) filtering, in [6] and [10]. The filter coefficients or weights can be obtained in analog [10] or digital domain [6], and in adaptive [10] or non-adaptive [6] manner. Unlike in [6], per-tap phase shifting is also included in [10], allowing phase rotation of a tapped delayed signal at passband. Thus, the filter tap weights in [10] become complex, when interpreted from the baseband waveform perspective, while those in [6] are real. These effectively complex taps significantly reduce the cancellation performance dependency on frequency, tap delays, and the underlying true delays of the different SI components, thereby also reducing the number of taps required. This, in turn, is crucial for mobile devices in order to minimize cost, size, and power consumption.

In general, there are two options for obtaining and controlling the tap weights: an open loop and a closed loop. In the open loop, separate SI channel estimation is needed, followed by the actual canceller weight calculations. Such strategy obviously calls for digital processing of a large amount of data, thereby producing a significant delay in the canceller adaptation. In the
closed loop, on the other hand, the weights are directly optimized to minimize the SI power at the canceller output. Such closed-loop adaptive processing structure is thus essentially a negative feedback system, where the weights are automatically adjusted in real-time to keep the residual SI power low at the canceller output. This strategy is very well suitable for directly tracking a time-varying SI channel under strict delay requirements [10].

For this reason, in a mobile device, the weight adaptation for RF cancellation must be done in a closed-loop fashion since tracking the characteristics of the overall SI waveform in real-time is a crucial feature. The general structure for such a closed-loop wideband RF canceller circuit utilizing three taps is illustrated in Fig. 2(b), where the LMS-based learning algorithm is also shown for a single tap. This type of a canceller structure has been observed to provide excellent cancellation performance under a wide bandwidth and highly varying channel conditions, as will be shown through measurements in Section V. Furthermore, as discussed in detail in [10], this type of an RF canceller is very robust against various circuit imperfections that typically occur in mobile-scale devices. In particular, deploying the power amplifier (PA) output as the reference signal in RF cancellation is beneficial, since this way all the main transmit chain imperfections are automatically included in the cancellation signal [10], [11], and hence subtracted along with the linear SI. This is particularly important when utilizing a mobile-scale power-efficient PA, which creates substantial nonlinear distortion. Thus, an analog RF canceller, with PA output as the reference signal, provides significant immunity to transmitter impairments, including nonlinear distortion, phase noise, and even transmitter noise [10]. This then relaxes to certain extent the requirements on the final residual SI suppression at digital baseband, and also reduces the required dynamic range for the main receiver ADC.

IV. Adaptive Nonlinear Digital Cancellation for Final SI Suppression

After analog SI cancellation, the power level of the residual SI can still be relatively strong in the digitized signal. This calls for additional digital SI cancellation, which will then decrease the level of the SI signal below the receiver noise floor. The most straight-forward method for canceling SI in the digital domain is to use the original transmit data as the reference signal, which is then filtered according to the effective channel experienced by the residual SI signal and subsequently subtracted from the overall received signal. The channel includes the effects of both the transmitter and the receiver, the circulator, and the RF canceller, as well as the multipath
components reflected from the antenna and the surrounding environment. Modeling, estimating and tracking this effective SI channel is the key factor in digital SI cancellation, and it will determine the achievable cancellation in the digital domain.

Typically, in most works reported in the literature, the effective SI channel is assumed to be a linear multipath channel, which essentially means that the transmitter and receiver chains are assumed to be linear [2]. With high-quality components, e.g., well-calibrated laboratory equipment, this can indeed be the case. Then, to perform efficient digital SI cancellation, it is sufficient to obtain a linear channel estimate between the original transmit data and the observed SI signal. However, when considering a mobile-scale full-duplex transceiver utilizing low-cost mass-produced components, assuming the transmitter and receiver chains to be linear will result in a significant model mismatch. In particular, the transmitter PA is typically heavily nonlinear, especially with the higher transmit powers. This has a significant impact on the residual SI observed at digital baseband [9], [11].

Stemming from the above, the nonlinearity of the components must be considered in the digital cancellation processing. Especially, the nonlinear distortion produced by the transmitter PA significantly alters the waveform of the SI signal, and thereby it must be included in the SI channel model [6], [9]. In principle, this can be done by modeling the residual SI as a weighted sum of nonlinear transformations of the original transmit data, each of which has also some delayed components (memory) present. A principal structure of such a nonlinear digital canceller is shown in Fig. 3. In this nonlinear canceller, the actual transceiver chain is modeled as a cascade of a nonlinear PA and a linear filter, the latter of which consists of the PA memory, multipath components of the SI signal reflected from the surroundings, and the RF cancellation circuit [9]. This means that the nonlinear residual SI channel follows a parallel Hammerstein (PH) model, whose parameters are relatively straight-forward to estimate and track [14].

The actual estimation and cancellation procedure involves first transforming the original transmit data with nonlinear basis functions, and then orthogonalizing these transformations in order to ensure efficient learning, as discussed in more detail in [9]. After this, the filter coefficients for each orthogonalized nonlinear transformation are adaptively estimated based on the observed SI signal [9]. These estimated coefficients form a memory model for each nonlinearity order, in essence meaning that now the SI channel is estimated and tracked separately for each nonlinear transformation of the transmit data, instead of just the original transmit signal.
In general, the parameter estimation can be carried out, for instance, with block least squares or least mean squares (LMS), depending on the application and available computational resources. In a practical mobile transceiver, adaptivity is a very important factor, as already discussed, and thus LMS or some other adaptive algorithm is preferred to ensure high performance under varying coupling channel conditions. In Figs. 2(a) and 3, the adaptivity is depicted by the real-time control block, which tunes the coefficients based on the canceller output signal. The digital canceller output signal is also used for the actual receiver digital baseband processing, including the detection of the actual received signal of interest.

The performance of this type of a nonlinear digital canceller is of course highly dependent on the validity of the underlying model. Although the assumed PH model has been shown to be quite accurate for a wide variety of PAs [14], in practice it is not necessarily able to achieve perfect accuracy in modeling an arbitrary PA. For example, any frequency selectivity before the PA input will result in a model mismatch. In addition, there are other sources of impairments that are obviously not included in the PH model, such as phase noise [15], which introduces additional noise into the system and thereby decreases the accuracy of the estimated coefficients. However, under typical circumstances, the nonlinearity of the PA is the most significant analog impairment from the SI cancellation perspective [11], which means that the PH model can be expected to provide sufficient SI cancellation performance.
Overall, even though a nonlinear cancellation algorithm will obviously require additional resources due to increased computational complexity, modeling the PA-induced nonlinearities adaptively is necessary in order to obtain sufficient levels of digital SI cancellation in a mobile full-duplex transceiver [11]. Combining an adaptive nonlinear digital canceller with the proposed multi-tap adaptive RF canceller will result in an agile mobile full-duplex transceiver design that is capable of conforming to the surrounding channel environment in both the analog and digital domains. In the following, we will demonstrate this with an actual implemented inband full-duplex transceiver prototype by integrating the different considered cancellation stages together, while deploying a low-cost mass-produced PA driven deep to nonlinear operation.

V. DEMONSTRATOR IMPLEMENTATION AND MEASURED RESULTS

To evaluate the total performance of the described mobile full-duplex transceiver architecture, real-life RF measurements and experiments are performed with the measurement setup shown in Fig. 4. The measurements are carried out using a National Instruments PXIe-5645R vector signal transceiver (VST) both as a transmitter and a receiver, complemented with an external PA. The used transmit signal is an LTE waveform with an instantaneous bandwidth of 20, 40 or 80 MHz, centered at 2.46 GHz. The VST output is then connected directly to a Texas Instruments CC2595 PA which has a gain of 24 dB at the chosen input power level. The used PA is a commercial low-cost chip intended to be used in low-cost battery-powered devices. This means that the PA produces a significant amount of nonlinear distortion into the SI waveform, especially with the input power levels used in these measurements.

After the PA, the signal is divided between the RF canceller prototype interface and the antenna port using a directional coupler. Accounting for all the losses incurred by dividing the transmit signal among the different paths, the approximate transmit power at the antenna is in the order of +6...+8 dBm, depending on the bandwidth. Such transmit powers are feasible in future ultra-dense 5G networks where inter-site distances below 100 m are to be expected1, while experimenting with higher transmit powers is an important topic for our future work. The deployed circulator and the low-cost shared-antenna yield an overall isolation only in the order of 20 dB between the transmitter and the receiver chains, mostly because of the reflection from

the antenna. Then, after the circulator, the desired RX signal and SI are routed back to the prototype RF canceller, which performs the RF cancellation procedure utilizing the PA output signal as described in Section III. Finally, the RF cancelled signal is routed to the receiver (NI PXIe-5645R) and captured as digital I and Q samples, which are post-processed offline to implement linear as well as nonlinear digital baseband cancellation. The parameter learning in the digital canceller is done with basic LMS adaptation described in more detail in [9], using a highest nonlinearity order ($P$) of 11. Learning the parameters with such a simple algorithm guarantees that the digital cancellation procedure is done in a computationally efficient manner, which is obviously an important aspect in a mobile-scale device. In the forthcoming results, the adaptive digital cancellation algorithm is first allowed to converge towards the steady-state coefficient values, after which the cancellation performance is measured. This ensures that the results show the true performance of the digital canceller.

A. Self-Adaptive RF Canceller Implementation and Measured Performance

First, the performance of the self-adaptive RF canceller, elaborated in more details in Section III, is evaluated with different bandwidths. The implemented RF cancellation circuit utilizes three taps, their respective controls being implemented by using digital baseband signals and LMS learning as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The amplitude and phase control, per path, is performed using an analog vector modulator, whose I and Q control voltages are given by the self-adaptive control
Fig. 5: The RF cancellation performance at 2.46 GHz center-frequency with (a) 20 MHz, (b) 40 MHz, and (c) 80 MHz transmit signals. The value in the parentheses is the power measured over the mentioned bandwidth around the center frequency.

block presented in Fig. 2(b). In the control block, the RF signals are first downconverted and digitized, after which they are used for LMS learning. The vector modulators are then provided with the control signals given by the LMS algorithm. The cancellation signal is formed by summing up the phase- and amplitude-adjusted RF signals, after which it is subtracted from the overall received signal. The cancelled signal is then routed both to the actual receiver chain and to the RF cancellation control block to be used in the next LMS iteration.

Figures 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c) show the measured RF signal spectra after the RF canceller when the signal bandwidth is 20, 40, and 80 MHz, respectively. Also the spectra of the transmit signal and the RF canceller input signal are shown for reference. With the 20 MHz signal, the overall suppression achieved by the RF canceller is close to 50 dB, and even with the 80 MHz signal the SI can still be attenuated by more than 40 dB. To the best of our knowledge, these are the highest reported values for active RF cancellation thus far, especially for such wideband signals. By increasing the number of taps in the canceller, even wider bandwidths can be potentially supported with this architecture [10].

Next, we demonstrate the self-adaptation capabilities of the developed RF cancellation circuit and its underlying automated control intelligence. A time-varying reflection scenario around the antenna is deliberately created by bringing different reflecting materials close to the antenna.
Fig. 6: The overall cancellation performance with (a) 20 MHz, (b) 40 MHz, and (c) 80 MHz LTE waveforms at 2.46 GHz, the contribution of each cancellation stage being shown separately (projected on to the baseband). In the digital canceller, nonlinearities up to the 11th order are considered to accurately model the low-cost power amplifier. This allows the nonlinear digital canceller to push the residual SI to the receiver noise floor, clearly outperforming the linear canceller whose performance is heavily limited by the power amplifier induced nonlinear distortion.

This changes heavily the total SI coupling channel, and hence calls for fast adaption in the RF cancellation circuit. This overall setup is demonstrated through a video recording of the experimentation, showing that the developed RF canceller can rapidly self-heal its operation by automatically tuning the amplitudes and phases of the RF cancellation paths. The video recording is available at


B. Total Integrated System Performance Including Nonlinear Digital Cancellation

Despite the impressive RF cancellation performance demonstrated above, the level of the residual SI is still substantially above the receiver noise floor in the digital domain. Thus, the downconverted and digitized received signal is next processed by the digital SI canceller, which is implemented in a host processor. Furthermore, because of the low-cost mobile-scale PA, nonlinear digital SI cancellation with LMS parameter learning is utilized [9].

Figures 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c) show example signal spectra of the SI signal after each cancellation stage, including adaptive nonlinear digital cancellation described in Section IV. It can be observed
that, for the considered bandwidths of 20, 40, and 80 MHz, the combined attenuation of the circulator and the RF canceller is 63–68 dB, after which the described adaptive nonlinear digital canceller attenuates the SI signal further by another 25 dB. With classical linear digital cancellation, the total SI attenuation is roughly 10 dB less, illustrating that nonlinear digital cancellation processing is a necessary requirement for a mobile full-duplex transceiver with substantial nonlinear distortion in the transmitter power amplification stage.

Overall, these examples demonstrate that the described mobile full-duplex transceiver architecture is capable of attenuating the SI practically to the receiver noise floor even with the 80 MHz signal bandwidth. This indicates that very good overall wideband performance is achieved also under practical conditions, despite a heavily nonlinear transmitter PA and a shared antenna. Hence, the proposed architecture is well capable of coping with the challenges posed by the mobile device environment, such as circuit imperfections, wideband operation, and time-varying channel conditions.

VI. CONCLUSION

To fully capitalize the benefits of inband full-duplex radio technology in, e.g., cellular networks, also the mobile devices should support simultaneous transmission and reception at the same center-frequency. This article explored the most prominent challenges in implementing mobile inband full-duplex devices, and also described solutions to these problems. In particular, a mobile full-duplex device must be capable of shared-antenna operation, as well as adapting to the changes in the channel environment. Also, since a mobile-scale device is typically relying on low-cost components, the different circuit impairments must be considered as they directly affect the self-interference cancellation ability. Furthermore, nowadays also mobile devices must be able to handle very wideband signals to ensure high data rates.

As a solution to these challenges, this article demonstrated a prototype implementation having a shared transmit/receive antenna, an adaptive wideband multi-tap RF canceller, and an adaptive wideband nonlinear digital canceller. It was shown that the novel wideband RF cancellation solution with built-in capability to automatically track changes in the self-interference channel characteristics can yield RF cancellation gains beyond 40 dB, even with waveform bandwidths in the order of 80 MHz and a highly nonlinear low-cost power amplifier. Measured examples also demonstrated good self-adaptation capabilities against fast changes in the environment around
the antenna. Moreover, the adaptive nonlinear digital canceller was shown to push the residual self-interference down to the noise floor of the receiver, also under a heavily nonlinear transmitter power amplifier. All in all, these findings pave the way towards potentially enabling the full-duplex capability also in the mobile devices of the future 5G or beyond radio communication systems.
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